
MEMORANDUM 
 
 
 
 
 
FOR: 
All Members of the "Pioneers' Re-encounter: The Fathers of our Constitution in a Fishbowl
Amsterdam Congress,  Wednesday August 30,1989 

"  

From 10:45 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Check for room in the program.  
 
FROM:      Juan Campos Avillar 
 
DATE: 25 de Agosto de 1989 
 
 Our party finally adds up to nine people: Zerca Moreno, Elisabeth Foulkes, Anne Ancelin 
Schützenberger, Raymond Battegay, Max Rosenbaum, and myself. Ana Pampliega de Quiroga and 
Bernardo Blay-Neto have finally confirmed their  participation, and Janine Puget will take the place of 
Raul Usandivaras who will not be able to come.  
 
  
 Notice the meeting is Wednesday 30th, not September 1st as I told you by in my last circular 
letter by mistake. Elisabeth agreed to chair the meeting so that I may concentrate on the role of master 
of ceremonies and group interviewer. Please, try to adhere to instruction suggested in my circular letter 
of June 17th. (I have extra copies to spare)  We count with 105 minutes (seven 3/4 of an hour, 105 
minutes altogether). 
 
 
 As for the actual development of the meeting I propose that I shall start it by a brief introduction 
(maximum 15'), to be followed by a more formal presentation of written statements prepared, ten 
minutes each (Raymond's as a jumping board), and then those of Anne, Elisabeth and Zerca,  what 
puts us up to the minute 55. Then for the next half hour Max, Ana, Janine and Bernardo will freely 
resonate from their respective North and South American points of view. We are left with 20 minutes 
for free floating cross questioning and conclusions. 
 
 The meeting is going to be videotaped and if Max brings Dr. Hadden's interview this will be 
shown during lunch hour that inmediatly follows.  
 
 I can be reached at NOVOHOTEL from Saturday evening onwards. Anyhow, I propose we meet 
for breakfast there at 7:30 a.m. on the same Wednesday. Till then. 


